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With over 150 million copies in circulation, the Book of Mormon has yet to find
its niche in historical, religious or literary studies. Largely ignored by scholars
and berated by Evangelicals, the text may find a more successful path to a larger
audience, hopes historian Grant Hardy, if historical and religious questions are
bracketed in deference to the work’s surprisingly complex and interesting literary
dimensions. Hardy, a professor at UNC Asheville, makes a splendid case for the
Book of Mormon’s well-wrought narrative structure, by emphasising three distinct
editorial/authorial voices held in tension: Nephi, a Jew who flees Jerusalem and is
divinely commissioned to inaugurate a historical record of his clan; Mormon, who
abridges the 1,000-year historical record that Nephi had begun, and Moroni,
Mormon’s son who completes the record with his own additions and commentary.
Hardy’s readings can be at times idiosyncratic, but he has a discerning eye for the
literary. Though he wisely acknowledges the obstacles that the text can present to
readers (archaic language, repetitiveness and didacticism, for example), his study
none the less requires a leap of faith : not in the book’s divine origins, but in the value
of giving this controversial religious work the literary benefit of the doubt. For those
willing to do so, Hardy makes the journey worthwhile. In his capable hands, the
narrators of the Book of Mormon acquire a high level of self-conscious artistry and
psychological depth. And that is an enviable accomplishment for any critic, whether
the text be ultimately attributed to holy prophets or pious frauds.
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